Racah and E coefficients are provided so that this parameter can be easily determined when the states in the transitions have J values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, l/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, or 9/2, and when the nuclear spin is 0, l, 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, or 9/2. Experiments to test hidden-variable theories which are possible in view of these results are discussed. Experiments to determine the effective quantum efficiency of photon detectors using these results are described.
Goldfarb, ' and Frauenfelder and Steffen. ' Horne' has recently determined the A technique by which the effective quantum efficiency of photon detectors can be measured is described. The important consideration in such measurements is the anisotropy in the direction of emission of the second photon with respect to that of the first. This is not a minor effect; it can, for example, produce solid angle factors which differ from those for isotroyic emissions by as much as 50% (e.g. , the 0-1-0 case}. Final- ly, applications to resonance fluorescence experiments, and to the determination of branching ratios are discussed.
II. DERIVATION OF GENERAL RESULT Figure 1 shows the typical angular-correlation experiment to be studied here. Two (-1) '" P(F, , m, 
where the following hold:
The integrations are over the solid angles subtended by the respective detectors. D', (k, -z) are elements of the three-dimensional rotation matrix that rotates the coordinate system, 0"", ,~y X g kj& associated with the k, propagation direction into a fixed laboratory coordinate system, O"""see (h, 8) and by comparing Eqs. 
Using a Clebsch-Gordan identity, it is easily shown that if P(F"m}=P(F, -m) then all of the B's are given by the eight B's defined in Eqs. (V)- (14): Table I . The proportionality has been adjusted so that these are integers. The transitions with isotropic populations in the initial state are more easily studied in terms of the A coefficient which is defined later by Eqs. (SV) and (40); hence, only three of these are given in Table I . . The emitting atom is at the origin. Detector 1 is on the laboratory +z axis. Detector 2 lies on an axis z' which is at an angle 8, to the laboratory +z axis. The laboratory x and y axes are defined so that detector 2 lies in the laboratory y-z plane. Detector 1 (2) has a circular aperture subtending a cone at the origin of half-angle e, (e,) . The propagation direction k, (k,) makes an angle 8, (8,) with the +z (z') axis. The coordinate system 0, ", (0, "2 ) is defined by taking x, (x2) to point toward the z (z'} axis. The transmission axis of polarizer 1 (2) makes an angle 4, (42) 
The matrix D'(k, -z) is obtained by means of a rotation k, -z' followed by a rotation z '-z, From Fig. 2(b '8, ) D'(k, -z) = -2 "z e& si n8, l -e' z sin '(-,'8, ) 2-"'sin8, cos8,
-e '~s in*(-, 'e, )) 2 ' 'e '+ sin8,
-sin'( -, '8, ) -2 "'i sin8, Equation (16) [P, G(6,) +P,H(6, }]J(6,} sin '8, cos24, +6a,b,B"J(6, ) H(6, ) sin'8, cos24, +4b, b,B"J(6, ) J (6,) [cos'(-, ' 8,) cos2(41 -4,) + sin '(-, ' 8, ) S~3a, a, G (6,) 6(6,) + A [6a,a,H(6, ) H(6, )(3 cos'8, -1) +6a,b,H(6, ) J(6,) sin'8, cos24, +6b,a, J(6,)H(6,} sin28, cos24, +4b, b, J(6,)J(6,) [cos'(-, '8, ) Tables I and IV. Consider first the cascades in which the initial states are isotropically populated. Some of these are considered in Table IV . For a great many others F(0) can be easily determined by evaluating
E(J,I) =~[(2J+1)/(2I +1)]Q(2E+1}~W2(EEJJ"2I),
TABLZ IV. The A coefficient, defined only for isotropic populations in the initial state.
The function F (0) has also been included. For cascades (a)-(i) listed above, the maximum detector half-angle 6 has been plotted in Fig. 3 (c) 2-p -2 with isotropic initial populations or 2-&=2 with any initial populations;
(g) 2-1-0 withP(2, +2) =0, P(2, +1)=3, P(2, 0) =4; {h) 2-2-1 withP(2, +2)=0, P(2, +1)=3, P(2, 0)=4; (i) 2-2-~with P (2, +~)= 0, P (2, + 2) = l. J'(8, ) cos24,
since they are emitted isotropieally. The effective quantum efficiency of the second detector is then found from Eqs. (51) and (52) '"C (F1E, ; m, m, -m) xW(J, ZF, E; 1'I). (-1) (2E+1) ' ' C (F1F, ; m, m, -m) x W(J& JF,F; 1I) D', (k -z) . (67) The remaining matrix elements in Eq. (58) The coincidence rate is given by »(e(»e(2)p. ) = Z&fl e(1)e(2)p, If& = Z &f I e(1)e(2)l f '& EE'r x W(lrJ; cT&1J}W (E'EJJ; rI} xC(llr; 1, -1}C(llr; -1, 1).
Evaluating the sum over F' by using the orthonormality relation for the Racah coefficients and
